The Scalar Case
We consider the scalar hyperbolic equation
for which there exists the energy rate
For positive
._, we have the boundary condition
u(1,t)=g(t)
We denote by u a vector of the unknowns (uo(t),ua(t),...uN(t)) which corresponds to grid points Xl, ...XN(: 1) .
In this work, we deal primarily with compact schemes for the discretization of the spatial operator For a compact spatial operator, the approximation to the first derivative can be written as
where P and Q are (N + 1) x (N + l) matrices.
We further assume that:
Assumption I (i) Equation (2) (iv) There exists a matrix G = H Q such that G + G T has only two elements: go,o and gg,N.
In general we require go,o < 0 < gN,X.
Assumptions 1 and 2 are common to any useful compact scheme. Assumptions 3 and _ are specific to the summation-by-parts requirement for the spatial operator.
Equation
(1)is now semi-discretized using formula (2)to yield
Note that assumptions 3 and _( from above admit a summation-by-parts formula in the sense that
In Appendix I we show how to construct a fourth-order compact scheme that satisfy Assumption 1 and therefore (4).
Interestingly, equations (4) and (5) The extra SAT term does not alter the accuracy of the scheme, since the SAT term vanishes upon substitution of the analytic solution.
We now demonstrate that the SAT method yields a Lax stable and time-stable scheme.
For the time stability analysis, we take g(t) = 0. We pre-multiply equation (6) by H and use equation (7) to obtain
We now define the energy E(t) as in equation (5) to get
With go,o < 0 < gN,N_ we can immediately state the following theorem.
The SAT method presented in equation (6) 
where uj(t) solves (6) , to obtain
where Te is the truncation error defined in Assumption 1. We now use the energy estimate presented in (9) to obtain
By assumption 1 ,the truncation error is of order m, and we get
which proves the convergence of the scheme.
In conclusion, a precise means is now available for the scalar case to impose boundary conditions that are guaranteed to be time stable, and that preserve the formal accuracy of the original discretization.
The Hyperbolic System
In this section, we explain how to use the SAT method for systems of hyperbolic equations and
show that the resulting scheme satisfies an energy estimate similar to the one obtained for the scalar differential equation. First the system of differential equations is described.
Let u I and U II be the two function-valued vectors
U II = (U(k+l)
. 
In equation (17), the matrix R has _: rows and r-_" colunlns, while the matrix L has 7"-k rows and k columns. Without loss of generality, for the stability analysis we will assume that both gI(t) and gII(t) vanish.
E<luation (17) Let uI(x,t) and uII(x,t) be the solution of equation (15) with the boundary conditions (17).
Recall that we take gl = gIZ = 0. Suppose that L and R in equation (17) and an energy function
then the thne rate of the energy function satisfies
We start by differentiating equation (19) with respect to t to obtain
Using equation (15) we obtain so that
Differentiating equation (20) and substituting equation (22) we obtain the energy rate for the system
relating tile time rate of change of the energy function to tile energy that crosses the boundaries.
Note the change of sign in the second term which results from the negative sign of the eigenvalues -_i for k < i. We must now quantify the magnitude of the boundary terms in equation (23).
Replacing the sums in equation (23) with the vector operations
we can now make use of the boundary conditions in equation (17) to obtain
Substituting the equations (24) and (25) into (23) we obtain
equation (21) The Seuu-dlscrete Cas.
We are ready now to discuss tile implementation of the SAT technique for the system in equation (15) with the boundary condition given in equation (17). As in section 1 we denote by u i a vector of unknowns (u(00' ul 0, ...u_)) T which correspond to the grid points :r0(= 0),Xl, ...z_,(= 1). We assume that we have matrices P , Q and H such that the scalar case admits a summation-by-parts energy norm given in section 1. The SAT discretization of equations (15) - (17) is chosen as
dt where r is a stabilizing factor to be determined later.
As in the scalar case, we choose S (i) to be one of the vectors
We recall from the scalar case that HP is symmetric positive definite and HQ is skew symmetric 
We now use the definition of 5;(i} from equation (28) and the properties of HQ from Assumption 
Note that in equation (34) The model problem used to test the three schemes is the scalar hyperbolic equation
The exact solution is
For all calculations, the time discretization used was a fourth-order Runge-Kutta (R-K) method with the time step small enough such that the temporal errors are much smaller than the spatial truncation error. In all cases, the boundary condition was implemented at the end of each R-K stage by overwriting the value of the solution at the boundary point. ,4o, t) = _,,(o,t), _(1,t) = ;3,41,t), t > o (42) _(., 0) = sin2_., _(., 0) = -sin 2_., 0 <. < 1,
The exact solution for c_ = /3 = 1 is The alternative is to use tile eigenvaluestructure of the semi-discreteproblenl as the test for stability. If a spatial discretization operator has no RH-P eigenvalues, then it is assumedto be timestable. A derivation of the discretizationmatrix operatorsfor the model hyperbolic system[equati(ms (41) and (42)] is presentedin Appendix III. In addition, the structure of the eigenvaluesis derivrd.
For our test system,we take c_ =/;_ in (44) CFL of the fully discrete algorithm are functions of the value of r. The choice r = 2 seems to bc well suited for both the scalar and system cases and guarantees stability even for the neutrally stabh, system case where o = _' = 1.
(lonclusions
In this paper we studied tilestabilityand time stabilityof the semi-discretehyperbolic .,>,stem of partialdifferentiMequations. The spatialdiscretizations considered were high order (explicit and compact),
atld their boundary terms were constructed such that the derivative matrix sati.,fied a s _l,'_ln_at io,'l-}>y-i>ar t s form_la.
The following results were obtained: Math. (7omp. 29, 130, 1975, pp. 396-406. [ which relates the matrix (+2to the matrix /6 through third-order accuracy ctmstraitlls.
We +viii now solve for the last row of the matrices/6 and O and for the last 
